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14.12.09 
Shakti-Energy 

 
Masters have different Functions to fulfil or play while on earth. One of the things I 

Need to Show is that Man, to Be Man, Truth, is not dependent on Shakti, the Female Energy1 
– in whatever way. Not infrequently with seekers but also if it’s about (coming) masters there 
is quite an interest in and a big attraction to if not longing for and running after Shakti – 
although of course this is much dependent on (but not solely related to) the religion or 
spiritual tradition they are affiliated with. 

The Heart is Enough in and as Itself though. It’s not necessary – nor, ultimately, True 
– to differentiate in different things, valuables, powers or energies (or at all Energy) that one 
would need in order to Do or Allow the Whole and Wholistic Process of Normal Spiritual 
Development of a human being. Man – or the Whole – is not dependent on (reinforcing, 
pumping up or doing, manipulating anything in regard to) Energy – nor any part of Itself – as 
it is Naturally There Already. Anyway, being busy with a part or (a) Form can never Bring 
one to the One, to the Whole, to the Heart. 

To start up the Process of, first, Discovering this Truth – Truth or the Heart not being 
Dependent on Energy – ‘energy’ was taken away from Me quite radically when I was almost 
26. It was almost like you throw a baby in the sea and say ‘Just see how you manage. Bye’. 
Of course I naturally started to search, to look for… energy – with the small amount of energy 
that was left. What a struggle it was, failing and failing. Or should I say, the whole scientific 
rational way of thinking, with which I was brought up, failed? To keep this story short for 
now, in the End I had to Bow for the Fact that Energy was not Primal, not a requisite (for 
anything), as it was and is already Integral Part of Something Beyond it. The Ego was 
exhausted in its fruitless search for an Illusion.2 Love was What got me ‘out’ or through or 
Beyond eventually, the Heart, Being in Relation and not supposedly needing Energy for 
myself (not even vital energy). 

Having Struggled through this Ordeal and overviewing the whole picture, it appeared 
that Natural part of My Task is to Show the world, people, even if ‘just’ one human being, 
that ‘everybody’ – including quite some masters – has always let him- or herself be Fooled, 
structurally, not just because of some little accident or overlooked detail or so. Let me show 
you why. There is Man and there is Woman – in the Duality of Existence. To Become Whole 
it is (whether or not unconsciously) presumed that, Logically, you Need Both Sides, Man and 
Woman, Man’s Being (or Undifferentiated Consciousness) and Woman’s Energy or Content 
(of Man’s Empty Being). 

So indeed, the other Big Seducer, next to Energy, is Consciousness, although the 
Seducer Consciousness is not the main topic of this article. Energy (or: Woman) Represents 
                                                
1 In fact Energy is always, Inherently Female; also male energy is part of Woman’s World of Energy, Dualized 

into male and female energy. So, strictly speaking, “Female Energy” is a tautology. 
2 This exhaustion of Ego could happen because at the same time Truth was, Already, Present. If this last Thing 

wouldn’t have been so or not Clear enough, Ego would not have been exhausted but, in theory, would have 
grown, getting fixed on (vital) Energy as Necessary and desirable. 
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the Lower Sphere of a human being and Consciousness (or: Man) the Higher Sphere. Both are 
not True in and as Themselves. The Heart (or Whole) is seemingly in the middle of Low and 
High – as the heart-chakra, the fourth, is situated in the middle of the seven, with 3 denser 
spheres below and 3 subtler spiritual spheres above – but in Fact the Heart Itself is Beyond 
but Including all Spheres, even though, true, the sensitive person can Feel that the Centre of it 
all is, what the Body is concerned, Located in the chest-area. 

My Point is that in the Duality of Man and Woman Man is not Man (but (part of) 
Woman). Seducing Woman, the Other Side of the Duality, to fall for and Receive on earth 
Man’s Consciousness has got nothing to Do with Man. Seducing is Inherently Female and a 
sign of lack, unWholeness, not-Man therefore. True Man, or the Male Force as I call It, is 
That Which (or the One Who) is Beyond this Duality (of Male and Female, of Consciousness 
and Energy). He does not need egoically and at all to hunt for or seduce the Basic Female 
Shakti (or Nectar) of the Universe. It’s not only Available but Part of His Male Being (as 
Male Force). And it’s not available in limitless amounts for a Human Body as ego likes very 
much to believe – if only you know how to get and keep it. 

Having and controlling the Shakti Man would be Powerful. This is simply not so. 
Only, at most, in Woman’s world you’re surely more powerful with than without this (always 
egoically) desired Shakti. But not in (the Only Real World of and That Is) Truth. ‘Power’ 
doesn’t exist there. There is nothing to defend, nothing to win. So what to gather Energy 
for…? If not for power, than for feeling good, for having a nice life, streaming, juicy, sexual 
or non-sexual or even for imagining oneself to be One, Whole? For Realizing the One? Or 
more banal, for being able to get and fertilize more women? For being safe? 

The ‘problem’ with people – including (coming) masters – running after, meditating 
on and for, adoring and praying to the considered Divine Shakti is that they – unconsciously 
(or sometimes a bit more consciously) – feel separate from Woman. There the search begins – 
for a bit of Woman or, if you Want Her Totally and Always, for the ‘Divine’ Shakti Herself, 
Divine Mother or whatever She is called. 

In My case, I never felt separate from Woman. She was always and Naturally Part of 
Me, of Man. That She didn’t Recognize this to Be So but thought She was separate from Man 
and must try to get Him back, Seduce Him into Herself again, was strange to Me. That often 
She chose for the common separate Man – Man who feels or presumes that Woman is 
someone else than He – and not for Me, for One Who Totally and Already Includes Her in 
Man’s Heart, was strange as well, although I didn’t feel rejected at all, I didn’t feel angry. She 
was afraid of Me, of One Who did not separate from Her. In a bit of amazement I was ‘Heart-
studying’ the whole show of Man and Woman – Woman wanting to be confirmed in Her 
assumption of separation and therefore preferring to be with separate men, representing at 
most a picture of Man. I was not totally on the side-line in the Man-Woman thing, I surely 
followed the Natural Impulse to get involved. 

But I never Felt that I would need Woman, in whatever respect. How could I ever 
Need something (or even someone) that (or who) was ‘in’ Me already, Part of Me already? 
How could I ever Need Myself, What is already the case? How could I Need Nature? What 
nonsense. 
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This ‘attitude’ was also reflected in My – so to speak – Sadhana years of Discovering 
Truth. I never looked for Energy, for Shakti – although, true, as said before, for a period of 
four years in my life I was looking for vital energy as I was bereft of it and couldn’t function 
any more. I didn’t know what Happened when I was thrown in ‘the Sea of no-energy’ and 
then started a search for energy. 

Spiritually though, Energy was never interesting in itself.3 When I met My second 
Master, Da Sudip, I was quite impressed with this huge Energy – Shakti, as it appeared – that 
He carried with Him and Radiated into the room, I was almost blown out of the room by it. 
But more like I can be impressed with a beautiful sunset. There is no impulse to want to have 
the sunset, its colours and whole atmosphere, with me, permanently. I didn’t and couldn’t and 
the idea didn’t even cross my mind to relate it, this huge Energy, to Truth. 

I noticed that in Sudip’s Presence ‘my’ Energy also got bigger or stronger – which ‘I’ 
of course then didn’t relate to something that ‘I’ would have done. Once, in the train after 
visiting Him for the second time, ‘I’ – the Energy – got so unusually and very very big that 
other people in the train seemed really unbelievably small, even though I knew they had their 
normal size. I could hardly believe my ‘new’ eyes. And I felt very powerful as well. I felt ‘I’ 
could and already did impress people with it.4 

Still, there was no Impulse to want to keep this Shakti always or at all with me. Even 
not when I felt very good with it, even not when I felt the great power that it gave – not bad, 
to say the least, after my state of ‘no-energy’ for quite some years. Nor was I impressed at all 
with impressing people. No, for Me, It was Always and still Is about Truth – and I even have 
to cry again, writing this down: My Love, My One and Only Love is Truth – and every 
moment again I can be Touched by (and even cry from) My Beloved – even though He is not 
someone else (or Someone Else) but Me. My Love is Truth and not Energy. My Truth is 
Truth. Truth is Truth and not Energy. 

That Energy is Integral Part of the Truth is something else. But She Is not the Truth 
(as) Herself. The amount of energy can be big, it can be small, you can just follow this (dual) 
movement. But ultimately the quantity or even the quality of it is not of your (Primary) 
Concern.5 It’s secondary. Now and Always. Truth is, Inherently and Always, Your Concern. 
Energy Follows. If you’re, Eventually, not at all any more Deluded by the Deluding Force 
That Energy Is – a hell of a struggle – then You’re Free, You Found and Live the Truth.6 

A main problem here – and even ‘danger’, if you want – is that when a strong Shakti is 
present, the consciousness that is being expressed and apparently indissolubly intertwined and 
                                                
3 It’s True though that to Know and Live and Show the Truth One has to know the Lie. In that sense Energy 

was and is still interesting. But, still, not for its own sake, not as itself. 
4 And I could even feel how people, untruthfully, rule, control the world and other people with energy, how 

energy starts to live a ‘life on its own’, not Embedded in Truth if people fall for its seduction, how dangerous 
it can be and is if not Embedded in (Love for and as) Truth. 

5 To read that Energy is not Primal is not at all an excuse to be in a safely deadened state and stay safely in the 
mind observing life, deprived of Energy. Consciousness is Naturally ‘Sacrificed’ in Energy, even Constantly, 
but not Surrendered to Energy. In the latter case you are lost, Deluded. 

6  For That however, as indicated before, you also need to be Able to and Actually Do stand the Other Big 
Seducer: Consciousness. Again, a hell of a struggle. 
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even One with it is much easier and at all being (mis)taken for Truth by people, blinded as 
they are by Power, in other words, by Energy, by Shakti. The consciousness, whether more 
Open, more True or very cramped (or even dangerous), gets wings to ‘flow into (or usually: to 
force itself upon) the world’ if the Energy is strong. About the Real Content, the Truth Itself 
(or: Actual Manifestation of the Heart, of Surrendered Consciousness) that is being 
communicated, or the extent to which it is Present or non-present, it says nothing, absolutely 
nothing. It can be even radically against Truth, Reality, but, like always, masked as Truth, and 
surely presented as Such. Woman-forms are, in general, even more easily Deluded in this 
respect than Man-forms, as Woman-forms have by their ‘original nature’ or starting point a 
Deeper Association with and Attachment to Energy, to Form. Delusion Has to Happen, else it 
wouldn’t Happen. But True, the Other Force, the Illusion-Crushing Force Exists and is Active 
as well. 

All this doesn’t mean at all you shouldn’t pay attention to energy, to the World of 
Energy. It’s Nature you do. And you ‘should’, already in order to survive. Only, the point is 
here that to See and Live the Truth, you must always be aware that Energy is, by Divine 
Nature, Secondary, Following and not Ruling. If She Rules your life, Rules even you, if 
you’re a true servant of Her, you’re fooled. You Forgot your True One Beloved, Truth Itself. 
‘Truth’ – or: Reality – is not some kind of obsession of ‘me’, It is also your Natural Beloved – 
even if by ‘original nature’ (or: starting point) you seem to be in Love with Energy, with 
feeling good, with ease. 

Yes, also I, in meditation, have experienced the world as One Big Endless Powerful 
all-Vibrating and nice feeling Shakti. I Felt it, I Saw it with my eyes and with ‘My’ Eye. And 
it’s good if you can, even Bodily – as My Whole Body Saw-Felt it – experience a usually 
more as theoretical considered statement of science, of physics in this case, that ‘all is 
energy’. Still, even in that revealing moment, I Knew there is Something Beyond. This might 
be all there is but not All. I Knew Truth is Beyond and Including this Huge Shakti. 

You see, I didn’t have to (try to) Understand some theory or practices, read books 
about Shakti or Energy, about Truth. Truth was already with Me – as ‘MySelf’ – to Show It 
all, to Distinguish. Just like Truth is, Already, with and as You.7 You can’t Understand 
anything through books or Masters or what- or whoever if you are not already Willing to and 
Actually Do Bow for Truth. If something else than Pure Truth Itself is your interest and seems 
to be interestnig – in practice: your ‘self’ ‘and’ other selves or in Fact: forms or at all Form – 
you simply cannot Understand, I’m sorry, you just cannot. Even if understanding seems to be 
your interest, you won’t, cannot Understand, no way, as (wanting) understanding is not Truth 
Itself. 

The Purity of Truth is the End of you. 

                                                
7 Of course, many people soon or very soon in life or even immediately, before being born already, get or are 

lost in Unconsciousness, in resistance to Truth, to Consciousness. Just nature, just so. But still, even then it is 
Part of this ‘Truth being already with You’ that you can Intuitively Recognize a One who Lives the Truth, 
Reality – or even, and in practice more probable, who lives Truth relatively ‘more’ than you yourself, who is 
more embedded in Reality therefore. Whether or not you would actually honour to Admit this Totally Natural 
and Normal Recognition is something else. 
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Energy is (an) experience. Truth is Truth8. If you fall in love with an(y) experience, 
ego comes into existence. Ego is the lover, Truth is Love. You like to be the lover, the 
controller, you exist as fear of Being Love; you like Love to Come or even Surrender to you, 
instead of you to Love. In Truth, every experience, every ‘you’, is to Be Returned in (the 
Source That Is) Truth. Isn’t that bold, poor, empty? Whatever ‘your’ ego wants to name it, 
there is indeed nothing in it for you. To Live as Truth is the Radical End of attaching any 
value to (an(y)) experience, of ‘attachment’ itself therefore. In Truth there is no place left for 
you, in (the world of) Energy there is. What do you choose? Energy of course, you cannot 
else. Unless you are Chosen – by Truth. But Then There is already no ‘you’ from the 
beginning. 

You might have already sensed it reading up to here, and to be clear about it: I do not 
say indeed that you would feel better if you’d Surrender to Truth instead of to Energy as is 
usually the case. And this is the whole point. You submitted to the Lie because it felt better 
(and in fact you felt less) than when you would stay in (‘your’) Truth. You didn’t feel so 
much resistance, cramp in your Body or even not at all if your bowing for the Lie, for Energy, 
was radical. You denied the Bodily feelable Struggle between Truth and Lie. If you’d 
suddenly Stand in Truth though (and, usually, you’re not used to this) you’d feel suddenly a 
pain, resistance, cramp, discomfort that you’ll never forget. 

Only if you’re getting Tired of Energy, of experience, of running after Energy – in 
whatever form She appears and, inherently, tries to Seduce you – if you’re so Tired finally, 
Exhausted from loving, you Fall – call it a Quantum-Fall or whatever – into Truth and You 
Become or Appear to Be Always Already the Beloved. 

See You. 
 
 

PS. This text doesn’t say at all that it would be so easy for Man (nor for Woman 
therefore) to Go Beyond the Illusion that Energy (or Shakti) as itself is, if only He would 
Understand this Illusoriness, that it would be so easy to Wholly See-Feel-Live the Fact that 
Man doesn’t Need Woman, but can as Love ‘Locate’ Her as Part of Himself, His One Heart. 
No no no, there is no other Way than Discover it in practice, in reality, in a Struggle with 
Woman, with Energy – with Himself therefore. 

                                                
8  Science is, in principle, busy with what is measurable, with Energy therefore, not with Truth. Science will 

never Know the Truth thus – at most theorize about It in abstract, objectified terms. It is – at least in relation 
to Finding the Truth – against Direct Experience or Consciousness or supposed Subjectivity. That Subject 
and Object can be and Ultimately Are One in Fact, that Truth can be Experienced Directly by the Heart, 
science cannot digest (this moment at least, in its current from Life detached arrogance). 


